
The First Jury Verdict in Tennessee Reduced by the state’s Non-Economic Damage

Tort Reform scheme limiting those damages to $750,000

Uninsured Motorist - An elderly husband and wife were badly hurt (the wife died two months

later) when an uninsured driver crashed into their car – the adjusted verdict representing non-

economic damages was reduced by the court to comply with Tennessee’s new tort reform scheme

Sadowski v. State Farm, CT-002050-12

Plaintiff: R. Sadler Bailey, Bailey & Greer, Memphis and Donald Capparella, Dodson Parker Behm &

Capparella, Nashville

Defense: Robert L. Moore, Heaton & Moore, Memphis

Verdict: $3,174,124 for plaintiffs less 15% comparative fault

Court: Shelby Circuit Court

Memphis, Tennessee

Judge:  Jerry Stokes

Date: 11-22-13

    It was 3-11-02 and Emil Sadwoski, age 90 and his wife, Kathryn, age 81, had enjoyed dinner at Red

Lobster.  The elderly pair had been married for happily married for many years and remained

independent.  Near the Wolfchase Galleria an Hwy 64, Emil came to a stop sign in his Lexus sedan.

    At the same time an uninsured driver, Chamroerun Kheiv of Little Rock, AR, proceeded on Hwy 64 in

a so-called “souped-up” Subaru.  There would be proof Kheiv was speeding.  A moment later Emil

pulled from the stop sign.  He never saw Kheiv’s vehicle.  A serious collision resulted, the Subaru

plowing into the Lexus.  An independent witness to the crash confirmed Kheiv’s speed.

    Both Emil and Kathryn were seriously hurt – they were taken by ambulance to the ER at Baptist

Memorial Hospital.  Kathryn had blunt force trauma to her chest wall as a C-7 disc fracture.  Her

condition declined in the hospital, Kathryn developing blood clots and other complications.  She died

two months after the wreck, the cause of death being caused by blunt force trauma.

    Emil was seen in the ER for soft-tissue abrasions and chest pain.  An x-ray showed a sternal fracture, it

apparently having been suffered a few months before when he fell at church.  Pain from this reinjury was

noted.  Nine days later Emil was discharged from the hospital and moved to an assisted living center.  He

now lives at the Ave Maria Home in Bartlett.  The effect of this crash was to take away his independence,

Emil now requiring around the clock care.

    In this lawsuit prosecuted by Emil and Kathryn’s estate, damages were sought against their UM carrier,

State Farm.  Kathryn’s adult sons from a prior marriage also made a claim for their consortium interest. 

An accident expert for the plaintiffs who implicated Kheiv’s speed was Bob Miller.

    State Farm defended this UM claim in the name of Kheiv.  It first focused on the wreck itself and

blamed Emil for pulling into Kheiv’s path – notably he did so from a stop sign and without ever even

seeing Kheiv.  Quite simply Kheiv enjoyed “an absolute right of way” that was superior to that of its

insured.  Damages were also diminished, particularly regarding Emil as the insurer noted he was resting

comfortably in the hospital – his biggest complaint was that he wanted to go home .

    This case was tried over a week in Memphis.  The jury’s verdict was mixed on fault.  It was assessed

85% to the tortfeasor (Kheiv) and the remainder to Emil.

    Then to damages Emil took medicals of $125,746 plus $200,000 more for in the future.  His physical

pain and suffering totaled $200,000 – his emotional suffering was valuated $400,000.  The jury added

$350,000 for loss of ability to enjoy life.  Finally he took $50,000 for his wife’s pre-death consortium loss

and $50,000 more for her post-death loss of services.  The raw award to Emil totaled $1,375,746.

    The court’s judgment reduced Emil’s award by comparative fault to $892,500 in non-economic

damages and $276,884 in economic damages.  The $750,000 statutory cap provided by Tennessee’s tort



reform scheme further limited the $892,500 to its cap of $750,000.  Thus his final judgment was $1,026,884

representing the cap of $750,000 plus $276,884 more in economic damages.

    Kathryn’s estate took medicals of $458,722 and the funeral bill of $14,655.  Her physical suffering was

$500,000, the jury valuing her emotional suffering at $325,000.  She took $50,000 more for her loss of

ability to enjoy life before death.  The raw verdict to Kathryn’s estate totaled $1,348,378.  It was similarly

reduced by comparative fault to $743,750 in non-economic damages and $402,371 in economic damages.

    Continuing the jury awarded her surviving adult children $75,000 for their loss of companionship.

Emil took $375,000 for this category.  The combined non-economic damages (less comparative fault) on

the claim by the estate (including to her children and Emil) totaled $1,126,250.  They were reduced by the

statutory cap to $750,000.  Thus the award to her estate was a final figure of $1,152,371, representing the

$750,000 cap and $402,371 more in economic damages.  The combined adjusted verdict to all plaintiffs

totaled $2,179,255 and is memorialized in its judgment.

    While inoculated from a full measure of damages by tort reform, State Farm has sought additional

protection.  Pending is its motion (filed 1-30-14) for a new trial and/or remittitur.  State Farm has

challenged the finding of fault, explaining the issue wasn’t negligence, but rather causation – in this case

the cause of the wreck was Emil pulling in front of Kheiv.

    State Farm also thought it was error to deny its motion for a mistrial when during closing argument the

counsel for the plaintiff told the jury not to worry about “where money might come from” to pay a

judgment against Kheiv.  The implication of the argument, State Farm thought, was to improperly inject

insurance into this case for uninsured motorist benefits.

    State Farm also discussed damages and explained it was excessive for a 90-year old man with no

fractures.  Finally the insurer thought it was error for Judge Stokes to apply comparative fault to the raw

verdictbefore reducing it to the statutory caps.  

    Regarding the claim of Emil, this would have had the effect of reducing his non-economic damages of

$1,050,000 immediately to $750,000 – they would then be reduced 15% for comparative fault, the award to

Emil being reduced to $637,500 in non-economic damages plus $276,884 in economic damages.  Thus the

court’s judgment of $1,026,884 to Emil would be lowered to $914,384 – that represents a savings of

$112,500 for the insurer.  A similar $112,500 reduction would apply to the judgment for Kathryn’s estate. 

The motion is pending.


